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AZURE COST ENHANCEMENT ANALYSIS
As a Microsoft Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Axelliant improves upon the value of Microsoft Azure for all of our customers by 
offering a Cost Enhancement Analysis of their existing Axelliant CSP Azure environments. This no-cost analysis is available 
annually and addresses the more common areas in Azure for opportunities to reduce costs.
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Axelliant’s Cost Enhancement Analysis Approach

Collaborate to understand key goals and strategies 
related to enabling the business through the use of 

cloud technologies

Establish IT and Business Strategic Alignment
Assess and evaluate the Azure environment

Gather and Analyze Data

Share guidance on ways to reduce and manage costs

Provide recommendations to enhance 
and manage costsCompile a list of findings highlighting areas where 

costs can be optimized

Identify opportunities for cost savings

THE AXELLIANT COST ENHACEMENT 
ANALYSIS WILL ...

HOW CAN WE HELP?

Provide findings and 
recommendations for opportunities to 
optimize costs.

Deliver actionable guidance for any
identified areas for cost savings and
management.

Demonstrate cost impact estimates for 
cost optimization recommendations.

Common Cost Saving Opportunities

Identify resources which are no longer being used Right-size resources underutilized resources

Analyze data storage for cost savings involving 
storage tiering

Discover opportunities to discount Azure resource 
costs with Azure Reservations

Identify ways where common automation 
techniques can reduce costs

Recommend “replatforming” options where taking 
advantage of Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) solutions, 
such as Azure SQL Database or Azure Web Apps, 
offer cost savingsProvide cost management guidance around cost 

analysis, budgets, and alerts for monitoring and 
managing cloud spend
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Align cost optimization recommendations with business and IT goals.

Provide meaningful and actionable guidance along with cost impact 
estimates.

Leverage the Azure Cost Enhancement Analysis offer annually, as an 
Axelliant CSP Azure customer, to keep costs enhanced.

Engage with the Axelliant Consulting to provide services for implementing Engage with the Axelliant Consulting to provide services for implementing 
recommendations.


